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WHO IS PER FLENSBURG?

Professor emeritus in information 
systems
Have been teacher in the discipline 
since 1972, started my studies in 1966

When retired 2013 I started study 
history, especially history of ideas.
This lecture is a historic overview of 
my own discipline
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ALL MILESTONES
1. Encoding of information 1890
2. Numerical calculations 1940
3. System Development 1965
4. Users 1975
5. Databases 1980
6. Design 1985
7. Object Orientation 1990
8. Internet, 1995
9. Internet, social media 2005
10. The Cloud 2015
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1 ENCODING OF INFORMATION 1890
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1. ENCODING OF INFORMATION (PUNCHED CARD)

In 1890, Herman Hollerith was assigned the task of facilitating the census in the 
United States with his punched card machine.
A lot of information about each person would be squeezed into a punched card 
with 80 positions and 12 possible holes in each position.
This meant that the information had to be coded very hard to fit
This coding then continued throughout the 20th century and is still present in 
old systems and a lot of new ones - for the sake of compatibility and old habit. 
Typical: Numbers instead of letters since it is faster to sort on numbers 
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HOLLERITH HIMSELF
1860-1929
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LACK OF SPACE

Ever since Hollerith's time, there has been a lack of space in the administrative 
computers.
The early computers had primary memory of 48 kb and secondary memory of 
max 128 kb
The units were also large and very expensive.
Therefore, it was needed to pack the information as much as possible
It is not until the 21st century (say 2010) that space is no longer a problem.
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BASIC THEORIES

There are not so clear theories behind except for the use of codes
All coding is based on combinatorics and logic
There should have been some connection to linguistics
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2 NUMERIC CALCULATIONS 1940
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2 CALCULATIONS

Ever since the time of the abacus there have been various tools for speeding up 
mathematical calculations
The Antikhytera mechanism about 200 BC. Analog computer to calculate eclipses
Pascal's difference calculator 1652
Babbage's mechanical computer 1844 (Pehr Schuetz 1856)
Konrad Zuse 1936, working mechanic computer
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Charles 
Babbage’s
Difference 
Machine

1844
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Konrad Zuse (1910-1995)
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Z1, Z3 OCH Z4

Had the an architecture reminding of von Neuman architecture but the Z1 was 
completely mechanical and the Z4 was relay based.
They had floating point counts, worked binary but with decimal inputs and 
outputs.
However, the memory was mechanical on all the machines
They had a mechanical arm that rotated one step at each clock cycle
The clock frequency was about 5 Hz
Considered to be the first "real" computers
See Zuses Internet Archive (http://zuse.zib.de/)
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Z4
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Eniac 1948

18,000 vacuum tubes,  
70,000 resistors and 5 
million soldered joints
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COMPUTATIONS

Many scientific theories are expressed in differential equations, ie. equations of 
unknown functions, but where one can describe differences over certain 
intervals.
These equations cannot be solved analytically, but rather numerically by guessing 
some starting values and then changing them depending on the result
This leads to terribly many and tedious calculations, which must also be done 
several times manually to ensure correctness
There was an occupational injury that made these calculations: Computers
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Computers
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COMPUTATIONS

The first computers were used for these types of numerical calculations.
No major memory requirements or input / output devices
The designer, programmer and user were the same person, so no advanced user 
interface was needed
The need for computational capacity continued to grow and a special kind of 
computers made for this emerged
They were called Supercomputers and capacity is measured in flops (floating 
point operations per second)
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SuperMUC-NG 19,5 petaflops
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PETA?
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SUMMIT, FASTEST COMPUTER JAN 2019

Sponsors: U.S. Department of Energy
Operators: IBM
Architecture: 9,216 POWER9 22-core CPUs, 27,648 Nvidia Tesla V100 GPUs
Power. 13 MW
Storage: 250 PB
Speed: 200 petaflops (peak)
Purpose: Scientific research
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BASIC THEORY

Mathematics is obvious basic theory.
The field gave rise to two academic disciplines: Numerical Analysis and Computer 
Science
In recent years, strong influences have come from semiconductor technology
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3 SYSTEMS DEVELOPMENT 1965
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3. SYSTEMS DEVELOPMENT

Is a Swedish "invention".
And by a single person: Börje Langefors

He was a civil engineer in building-statics 
and was a developer of the Finita Element 
Method (FEM) to calculate the strength of 
buildings.

Börje got a job at SAAB in Linköping for, 
among other things, calculate the strength 
of aircraft wings

Here he came in contact with computers
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BÖRJE AND SYSTEMS DEVELOPMENT

Börje soon realized that before starting programming, you first had to clearly 
know what the program was supposed to do.
The computers at that time were based on magnetic tape and the processing was 
done batch-wise. It must therefore be planned very carefully so that the 
computer could work as efficiently as possible.
Börje wrote a book on this: Theoretical Analysis of Information Systems (THAIS) 
and due to that he first became a associate professor in building-statistics and 
then (1967) a professor of administrative data processing methodology at 
Stockholm University.
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THE BASIC IDEA OF SYSTEMS DEVELOPMENT

Systems development was applied to a relatively large company with many 
transactions which required a lot of resources to manage.
Therefore, an administrative control system was developed, adapted to this 
particular company and its needs.
Development took place in several phases according to a systems 
development model.
Each resepectable company had its own and the research in the 70s and 80s dealt 
a lot with how to develop as good system development models as possible.
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Business analysis Systems design

Systems construction80%

ImplementationEvaluation

Operation

Requirements 
specificationGoal analysis

TRADITIONAL SYSTEMS DEVELOPMENT MODEL

Model of organization (hard)

Model implemented (soft)
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SYSTEMS DEVELOPMENT INTERNATIONAL

Systems development is typical for Scandinavia and Börje realized the need and 
developed basic theories
He called the field of infology, but it was not an hit. However, in an interview with 
a journalist, he called the computer dator and that was an hit! It is standard in 
Swedish.
In the rest of the world they talk about software engineering and assume a given 
specification of requirements.
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SYSTEMS DEVELOPMENT TODAY

Today, the conditions for system development have changed. Today, you buy 
ready-made standard systems and, at best, adapt them to the business
Today the problem is making different systems to talk to each other, both within 
the business and also between businesses (e-services, e-commerce)
There is no as well-established theory for this as it was in Börje's time.
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BASIC THEORY

Langefors built his book on the theory of indecipherable systems. This meant that 
the system was divided into smaller systems that were comprehensible. 
This theory is part of the general system theory, which for long has been a 
standard in our teaching
System theory is very good at understanding why things go wrong but in my 
opinion totally hopeless at preventing this
Subsequently, theories of corporate governance came in the traditional way.
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4 USERS
1970
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USERS

According to the system development models applied in the early 1970s, the 
development was completely separated from those who would use the finished 
system.
It was gradually realized that this did not hold, that the systems were essentially 
useless and that users must have some influence
In the mid-70s came the mini computers, a bit smaller (size like a refrigerator) 
and cheaper (about 25 000 $) computers. This meant that more companies could 
be computerized and there were more users
In addition, the computers were run on-line
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USERS AND TRADE UNIONS

The union realized early on that the introduction of computerized information 
processing systems would adversely affect the work
It would become more monotonous, less responsible and there was also a risk 
that workers would become unemployed
A number of research projects under the auspices of the trade union took place 
over the years (NJMF in Norway, 1970, Demos 1975, Utopia 1980 in Sweden, 
Due in Denmark 1975 etc)
A union system development model was developed
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THE COLLECTIVE APPROACH

Management

Project groupLocal unions

Union board

Employee 
consultant

Meetings

Workers

Traditional investigationTrade union investigation

Directions!
Reports

Mission!
Program

Support!
Research

Discussions

Decisions
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PROBLEM WITH THE COLLECTIVE APPROACH

The trade unions stand between the users and the systems. Risk of trade 
unionism ...
There must be firm decision points to negotiate
It is all about power
Becomes very expensive and takes even longer
But it eventually led to the co-determination law in due time ...
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Some researchers were looking for ways to ensure a real impact for users:
Participation in system development
Prototypes tested by users
Users developed themselves

Socio-technique was the dominating theory

USER ORIENTATION IN OTHER WAYS

Agile development
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Socio-technical 
development model

Investigation

Formulate !
social goals

Formulate !
technical goals

Compare social!
and technical goals

Rank consequencies

Choose the best

Possible !
social goals

Possible !
technical goals

The picture is the classic model, which 
is very mechanical.
Mumford has a much more social 
model, which is based on the demands 
the workers can put on the job
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THE FIVE CONTRACTS OF MUMFORD

Knowledge: Employees' personal professional knowledge should be used and 
developed.
Psychology: Recognition, appreciation, responsibility, status and career 
opportunities must be satisfied within the job.
Efficiency: Employees should receive reasonable rewards and reasonable 
supervision
Job structure: The degree of variation and the degree of challenges fit the 
personal needs of the employees.
Ethics: The values of the organization and the employee must be consistent
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CRITIQUE OF SOCIO-TECHNIQUE

In some versions it is far too mechanistic
Assumes that management and workers have the same goal - consensus
Does not lead to a technically optimal system
Users can be manipulated
But implemented in a democratic way, the actual users obtained a real influence
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WHAT BECAME OF THE USER ORIENTATION?

Prototyping gained an increasing influence and evolved into agile methods e.g. 
Scrum, which is now basically the sole rule
The systems were gradually built up with strong influence from users, instead of a 
large apartment building a villa area was built
Simple systems were developed to extract information from different systems 
and compile them temporary reports.
Simple scripting languages were also developed for smaller applications and for 
web applications
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MY CRITIQUE OF THE USER CONCEPT

When I drive to Trollhättan I say ”I'm going to Trollhättan", I'm not saying ”I shall 
use the car”!
I say ”I shall write a report”, I do not say ”I shall use Word”!
The "user" is degraded to an operator, an attachment to the machine.
But the user is a person responsible for a job and has the skill to do it.
Therefore, I try to avoid the concept of "users"
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BASIC THEORIES IN USE ORIENTATION

For the first time, social science and philosophical theories come into play here. 
The collaboration with researchers led to this
The objective worldview was replaced by a more or less subjective one
Theories used: Wittgenstein's language games, Habermas language-act theory, 
Polanyi's tacit knowledge, Berger & Luckmann's view of society as a social 
construct, Leontiev and Wygotsky's Activity theory, further developed by Yrjö 
Engeström, etc. All are based on a subjective and interpretive worldview
Here, an impressive philosophical knowledge was developed, but the connection 
to the subject is rather weak
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5 DATA BASES 1980
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5 DATA BASES

In the childhood of information systems, the information was on magnetic tapes 
as sequential (flat) files, which could only be read and written sequentially.
As disk memories became more widely available, the possibilities for storing the 
information in a more efficient way were opened in databases
In 1966, IBM came up with a hierarchical database called IMS that was developed 
in collaboration with the Apollo project
In 1973, CODASYL came up with a network database
The breakthrough came with relational databases in the early 1980s
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DATA BASES ENTITY-RELATIONSHIP 

The basic idea is that we have a number of entities we want to know something 
about. What we want to know about is called attributes and its value indicates 
the value of the attribute
Entities can have relationships between themselves and these are linked through 
attributes of the various entities.
Relationships can have names, direction and modality.
This allowed for completely different types of systems and a whole new system 
architecture
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DATA BASES ER

If one could define different dependencies between the entities, certain attributes 
could be calculated. Ex zip codes could be calculated from the address and the 
address could be calculated from the social security number of a person.
By utilizing these dependencies, one could optimize the database so that data 
only needed to be stored in one place. This minimized the risk of inconsistency.
In practice, there were often very long search times and information was 
duplicated anyway
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BASIC THEORY: DATA BASES

Relational algebra, which is a variant of set theory and Boolean algebra. 
Developed in 1970 by C F Codd
Based on the relationship algebra, the SQL query language was also developed
All this is based on the set logic (1st order predicate calculus)
Semantic networks
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6 DESIGN 1985
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DESIGN

Some projects were carried out in collaboration with the graphics trade unions 
when they were threatened by the work stations in 1980
A graphic designer works with the design of newspaper pages or book pages. 
That's where design theory comes in.
Pelle Ehn, who led this project, wrote a thesis in 1988 that launched design 
theory in connection with system development. The term "system design" was 
then founded on the idea of both function and appearance and use.
The user interface became important when Macintosh was launched in1984
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DESIGN

Other researchers, such as Stolterman and Löwgren, further developed the 
design concept and tried to link traditional industrial design with the design of 
information systems.
A little later, American scientists applied design science and created it primarily as 
a theory behind research and traditional systems development.
The new design approach brought focus to the look and the interaction.
Aesthetics become important
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DESIGN

Traditional industrial design is based on functionality: An artifact should be used 
for certain things. Good design shows this feature very clearly and adds 
something extra, which we did not know we needed but can not be without 
when we received it.
The Mac's graphical interface 1984 was a typical example
Media informatics (Digital media) emerged as a branch of information systems 
thanks to this focus on design.
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DESIGN

In industrial design, the material plays a big role. It is important to utilize the 
properties of the material both for function, but also for creating beautiful things.
However, an information system has no material, but instead an appearance.
Appearance and function are not necessary correlated; the important thing is 
that the system works in a way that the organization can utilize
That is not to say that the appearance does not matter.
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DESIGN SCIENCE

Is an area that emerged in the US during the 2000s
In principle, it is about research on system development, the same as in the 70s 
and 80s, but with a different and confusing terminology
What is being done is good, but in my opinion, the scientific reporting is very 
strange
They mix different levels in a highly illogical way
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LEVELS WHEN DESIGNING IT ARTIFACTS

Work tasks

IT-artifact

Design of IT-artifact

Design method

View on organization

Weltanschauung

Systems development

Systems development model
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Design science

Design science research
Design science
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BASIC THEORIES IN DESIGN

Design theory as it was developed by Donald Schön
Creativity, innovation, out of the box, crazy enough
Design elements, design patterns
Colour scheme, aesthetics
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7 OBJECT ORIENTATION 1990
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7 OBJECT ORIENTATION 

Object-oriented programming was invented by Kristen Nygaard in the 1960s. 
Simula was a program language he invented to use for simulations. It came in 
1967
It worked by creating relatively independent subroutines, classes, that described a 
particular process, usually a queue situation. By changing some variables you 
could see how long queues were and how long the waiting time was on average,
The idea now was to apply the same way of thinking in system development
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KEY CONCEPTS

Class contains both information and function
Object is an instance of a class
Encapsulation - An object's exact behavior and function is hidden from the 
outside world.
Inheritance means a hierarchy where properties are inherited downwards
Attribute describes a property of an object
Method A function that can retrieve or manipulate information from an object.
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OBJECT ORIENTATION

The work in an organization consists of a number of processes that can be 
regarded as classes.
The information used also refers to phenomena, which can be regarded as 
classes.
Object-oriented thinking is something quite different from traditional sequential.
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OBJECT THINKING

P1 P2 P3 P4 P5

P1 P2 P3 P4 P5Output

P1 P2 P2 P3 P4

Process
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OBJECT ORIENTATION

A number of techniques and methods for conducting object-oriented system 
development were developed
Ivar Jacobsson's RUP and UML went out of the fight
There was a lot of discussion about what was easiest and most natural to learn. 
But everyone agreed that it was pretty difficult to switch from sequential thinking 
to object-oriented
Nowadays most programming languages are object oriented, more or less
Object-oriented system development can be seen as the last sigh of traditional 
system development
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BASIC THEORIES IN OBJECT ORIENTATION

Object-oriented thinking is the basic theory
Hierarchical systems
Network Theory

Logic and consistency
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8 INTERNET E-BUSINESS 1995
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INTERNET E-BUSINESS

The term is strictly spoken misleading for e-commerce only gained momentum 
after 2005 and this period covers 1995 to 2005. But the ideas came now
In 1995, the internet broke through and, in my opinion, means as much a change 
in society as the steam engine of the 18th century
The Internet offered the opportunity to move information from one point to 
another at a cost close to zero and in addition regardless of distance!
This gave rise to two phenomena:

Marketing and business on the internet
Outsourcing of information processing
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HOME PAGES

Home pages at that time they were very simple and largely out of function.
Contained a picture of the company, a brief text that they were very nice and at 
best an address and a phone number as well as an invitation to visit them.
It was high status to have your own website. You could have it at work or 
through a portal, where you created an account and provided interesting 
information. 
Most important of all was a link pantry which was a collection of links to pages 
which indicated what sophisticated taste you had.
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BUSINESS ON INTERNET

Some entrepreneurs saw the potential of doing business on the internet: Small 
profits on every transaction => Low prices
Many transactions => High earnings
But then the internet must be marketed: If you are not on the web then you are 
not! Websites!
Though some thought it was just a fly ...
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PROJECT 
PAGE 1999
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But there are actually pages from that era that still work!
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SEARCH ENGINES

The first search engines were based on ad revenue from ads on the search pages.
Hence they tried to present as many links as possible in as popular areas as 
possible, just for the visitor to click and present for even more ads
It became very incomprehensible
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GOOGLE

But then came a search engine with a completely blank page. No ads, nothing that 
bothered.
In addition, you received free e-mail in web version with lots of space
Although there was very discreet text advertising in the mail version. Took a long 
time before I saw it
Google's business concept was brand new: They gathered information about its 
users and sold this information to companies so they could send out effective 
advertising
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DIGITAL MEDIA

The branch of informatics that dealt with graphic design, user interface and the 
like now got a whole new area: Web design.
A new profession also emerged: Webmaster
As more technological opportunities emerged (image, sound, video), skills were 
required to handle the programs that created image, sound and video. Digital 
media (media informatics) got a boost
E-commerce (especially B2B) saw a big boost
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BASIC THEORIES IN INTERNET BUSINESS 

Marketing
Economies of scale
Aesthetics
"The new economy"
Porter's value chain
Network Economy
Network Society
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9 INTERNET SOCIAL MEDIA 2005
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INTERNET SOCIAL MEDIA

The technology had now advanced where the internet was fast and stable 
enough to safely transmit large amounts of information
iPhone came in 2007 and marks the beginning of the smartphone era
Facebook became general 2006, Instagram 2010, YouTube 2005, etc.
Online video games became more and more popular
Streaming movies via TV also became popular
And we must not forget the blogs
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INTERNET SOCIAL MEDIA

Ordinary people could use the web as a source of income, such as bloggers and 
YouTube
"Influencers" were born as phenomena, albeit not as a concept - yet!
All revenue was based on ads, which were assumed to be relevant to those who 
read or saw the contribution.
So then ad blockers were launched ...
Ads require people to read them and to consume what’s advertised.
And increased consumption is probably what we need at least today!
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INTERNET SOCIAL MEDIA – USEFULNESS

Easy to keep in touch with friends and get in touch with friends you haven't met 
in many years
YouTube has a lot of material, for example music, movies, life hacks, etc.
On Facebook you can also start discussions in closed groups
Facebook is also a news broker
You do not need to use all social media
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INTERNET SOCIAL MEDIA – NEGATIVE

Steal a lot of time we could have spent on something else
You become sedentary
Children and young people play far too much
Personal privacy is diminished, even disappears
Helps to increase consumption and thereby aggravate the climate
Fake news and disinformation
Hate speech, rough language, harassment
Identity-theft and other cyber crime
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PUBLIC EGOVERNMENT

Fairly obvious that even the public institutions (state, municipality and county 
councils) can benefit from efficiency through the use of IT
Many people think that you can buy a standard system and introduce it. E.g. tried 
the defense to introduce SAP
After a billion invested money, they more or less gave up
Public transactions are completely different from business transactions
But then it came to that with e-services ...
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E-BUSINESS C2C

Auctions
E-bay, Tradera

Selling things: The block (blocket.se)
Risk of being fooled
Price Comparison Pages (Pricerunner)
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STREAMING SERVICES

Netflix was launched in 2007 and had 130 million users in July 2018
Today there is not much talk about piracy
Music Services (DCH, Medici)
Live streaming operas from i.a. Metropolitan
Entertainment is moved into our living rooms
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BASIC THEORIES IN SOCIAL MEDIA

Communication between people,
Free information exchange,
Hidden marketing.
E-commerce B2C
Entertainment
Social transformation
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10 THE CLOUD 2015
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THE CLOUD

We are in the middle of this milestone now (2019)
Storage is getting cheaper and cheaper per byte.
In 1981, 5 MB of hard disk for Apple Lisa cost $ 3,500 (about SEK 21,000 with 
the exchange rate of the time)
My first 10 MB hard drive for Macplus cost about SEK 8000
Today I buy 1 TB for 800 SEK
The price per byte has dropped dramatically!
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10 MOLNET
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THE CLOUD – HISTORY

The roots of cloud services in the computer world go all the way back to the 
1950s, when researchers like Herb Grosch thought that the whole world would 
in the future function through terminals powered by about 15 large data centers.
John McCarthy pointed out in the 1960s that computer use in the future could 
be organized as a public utility.
Douglas Parkhill's book The Challenge of the Computer Utility 1966 takes up 
flexible offerings, offered as tools, online, the illusion of endless access, all of 
which was thoroughly discussed in the book
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THE CLOUD

Around 2010, the internet was so stable, fast and widespread that it could be 
used for transporting large amounts of data
The company employees had laptops and were often out in the field, but needed 
access to their systems. VPN tunnels were common, but required a lot of 
administration. In addition, more and more used their own units instead of the 
company's
This meant that more and more of the information was made available via the 
internet
Programs and services were also made available online to reduce the cost of 
maintenance
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THE CLOUD – EXAMPLE

Microsoft Exchange Online (e-mail)
Gmail (e-mail)
Google Drive (office)
Flickr (pictures)
Dropbox (storage)
Icloud (storage)
Diino (storage, backup)
Office 365 (Microsoft Office 365, office solution)
Spotify (music)
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THE CLOUD – ADVANTAGES

The user does not need to update, install or back up the data himself. This takes 
care of the cloud service provider for the user.
The customer does not need a specialized IT department
No particularly powerful equipment is needed
The customer does not have to worry about maintenance
Flexible resource requirement
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THE CLOUD – DRAWBACKS

Criminals can exploit weaknesses
Data breaches, e.g. theft of credit card details, passwords etc.
More difficult to control so that the supplier takes care of maintenance and 
safety
The organization partially loses control of the services
The legislation in the country where the company is located and the country in 
which the services are performed may be different, even incompatible
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THE CLOUD – SECURITY

Security issues have been categorized by sensitive data access, privacy, bug 
exploitation, recovery, accountability, malicious insiders, console security 
management, account control and rental issues.
Solutions to various cloud security issues can be:

cryptography, especially public key infrastructure (PKI),
several cloud providers,
API standardization:
improved virtual machine support
legal support.
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BASIC THEORIES FOR THE CLOUD

Network Theory
Network Society
Moores law
Disinformation Society
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